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China telecom 1002 1002 1002 mobile phone 1002 mobile phone mobile phoneQ: I do not
want to get any result when using SELECT statement in C# So I have a class with a method
where I return a value, however, in C# and ASP.NET, if I leave out a database connection, it
does not return any result (presumably to prevent SQL injection). So I wanted to know how
to solve this. And if I do not want to use a database, how can I return the same result as in
the following code? public static DateTime GetDate() { DateTime dt = DateTime.Now;
return dt; } A: You could try Linq to datatable. If it's static method you are going to call, use
Class.MethodName and pass in the sql needed. private static DataTable
GetDataTable(string sql) { SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection(connStr); DataTable
dt; if (conn.State!= ConnectionState.Open) conn.Open(); using (SqlDataAdapter sda = new
SqlDataAdapter(sql, conn)) { dt = new DataTable(); sda.Fill(dt); } return dt; } public static
DateTime GetDate() { DataTable dt = GetDataTable("SELECT @DateTimeValue"); return
(DateTime)dt.Rows[0]["DateTimeValue"]; } public static int GetInt() { DataTable dt =
GetDataTable("SELECT @IntValue"); return (int)dt.Rows[0]["IntValue"]; } A: Thinking about
it, I would generally not recommend doing this for a Web Forms app. In most cases, I'd
strongly recommend that the data for the application be stored in the database. An
alternative that seems closer to what you're talking about would be using a Repository
pattern. There are lots of examples of such
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Over the last couple of years, a new generation of phone has. Model: P500. Release Date:
March. FastGSM AGERE Server. FastGSM is defrosting read, unlock network and service.
FastGSM S3G is defrosting read, unlock network and service. [29] 1002-1.075, 2005.1. Field
of the Invention This invention relates to solid state digital devices and, more particularly, to
structures and methods for enhancing the performance of such devices. 2. History of the
Prior Art A material typically used for MOSFET transistors is silicon, although other
materials such as germanium and compound semiconductors are also used. Devices formed
in silicon are typically referred to as silicon MOSFETs. Silicon has a native oxide formed at
its surface which tends to become thicker with time and use. The oxide acts as a natural
capacitor in a MOSFET. This oxide typically increases from 2,000 to 4,000.ANG. in thickness
between oxide-nitride-oxide (ONO) gate dielectrics used in present generation MOSFETs. A
single dielectric in the silicon channel can also include oxynitride spacers formed on either
side of the gate dielectric. In some configurations, a thin gate oxide, on the order of
10.ANG., is used between the silicon surface and the gate dielectric. For such a
configuration, the gate dielectric is referred to as a thin gate oxide MOSFET (TGOM). The
oxide thickness between the oxide of the ONO dielectric and the silicon surface will be
referred to as the ONO oxide thickness or thickness. Silicon MOSFET performance is
usually measured in terms of switching speed or turn-off time, i.e., how fast the MOSFET
can turn off. This turn-off time, which is important in many integrated circuits, is essentially
limited by the time it takes the capacitance at the gate dielectric to discharge through the
channel. The capacitance at the gate dielectric can be reduced by making the ONO oxide
thinner. However, because the leakage current through the ONO oxide is proportional to
the thickness of the ONO oxide, there is a trade off between the thinness of the ONO oxide
and the leakage current through the ONO oxide. While this trade-off has been tolerated in
present generation MOSFETs f988f36e3a
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